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Teltos Quartz - Exclusive to Epsilon Stone

Established in 2008 as a trading company in Vicenza, 

Italy; Teltos is a world leader in the international 

supply of superior-quality quartz slabs, produced on 

world-renowned Breton Inspired Technology.

 

The cornerstone of their international acclaim and 

success lies in their constant evolution, always striving 

for more efficient production techniques, with the 

purpose of enhancing any living space or commercial 

environment. 

 

Epsilon Stone is now proud to be the exclusive 

Victorian distributor or Teltos Quartz, supplying the 

highest-quality, sustainable surface coverings to 

builders, designers, architects and cabinet makers all 

over Victoria. 

Teltos Quartz offers near infinite design possibilities 

thanks to a virtually non-porous surface and 

incredible hardness, Teltos Quartz surfaces are 

suitable for almost any indoor application imaginable. 

 

From residential applications, such as kitchen 

benchtops, splashbacks, bathrooms or wall panelling, 

to commercial applications and retail areas, Teltos 

Quartz is an ideal project option. 

 

Quartz is not suitable for outdoor applications due to 

its internal resin content, which may discolour or fade 

over time when exposed to direct UV light. A product 

such as Epsilon Stone Exclusive Engineered Marble, 

however, offers patented UV protection, for areas 

exposed to direct sunlight. 

What Applications Is Teltos Quartz Suitable For? 

What is Teltos Quartz Made of?

Manufactured using the patented Breton Technology, 

Teltos quartz contains up to 93% natural quartz, 

combined with bonding agents, one of the lowest resin 

counts of any quarts, plus special additives and 

pigments, which combined, make quartz exceptionally 

hard wearing, practical and highly versatile. 

Benefits of Teltos Quartz by Epsilon Stone

Edge Profiles

Teltos By Epsilon quartz products are available in a 

range of polished, honed and matt surfaces, which will 

perfectly enhance any interior space imaginable. 

 

Customize your quartz slabs with your choice of a 

wide range of edge profiles to seamlessly integrate 

your quartz with any design or project concept. 

Slab Dimensions

3050 x 1500 x 20mm

3200 x 1600 x 20mm

All Teltos Quartz surfaces are covered by a leading  10-

year peace of mind, limited warranty.  Epsilon Stone takes 

great care to ensure the highest quality in quartz supply 

and distribution

Covered by a 10-Year Limited Warranty

Impact Resistantance

Acid Resistance

Water Resistant

High Fire Resistance

Scratch Resistance

Compression Resistance

Flextural Resistance

Simple Maintenance

Heat Resistance



Bianco Stella Bianco Supremo Bianco Cometa

Beige Cloud Cement Sand Upper West Side

Calacatta Borghini

Calacatta Waterfall

Carrara





10
YEAR

WARRANTY

Economical
and

Makes  Sense

Standard Range   - Affordable Surface Coverings, Designed for any Interior Space

Deluxe Range       - Gorgeous Finishes, Luxury For Less

Premium Range   - Stunning, earthy and rugged styles and textures

Super Premium   - Natural Marble Inspired Patterns, bringing any indoor area to life. 
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